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Governor outlines goals

HERE'S MUD IN YOUR EYE

Universities under s crutiny for redundancies
By JENNY WOHLLEB

Lamdba Chi Alpha social fraternity held their 21 st annual
Watermelon Bust Saturday at Cutchin Field. Ryan Malone,
senior engineering physics major from Murray, pushed
Katie Thurgood, sophomore secondary education major
from Evansville, Ind., Into the mud.

EdkOI'·in·Chief
Governor Brereton Jones
addressed
the
Higher
Education Review Commission
Sept . 21. The members inclu de
University a dministrators,
Board of Regent members,
members of the Council on
Higher Edu cation and state
legislators.
Among his goals for
Kentucky's universities are to
eliminate ;redundant programs
between the universities and
enroll more students in community colleges at the start of
their college careers to
enhance the quality of education at four-year institutions.
The commission was established to look at higher education in Kentu cky and how it
can be improved while state
institutions ar e facing fiscal
problems.
Jones said he looked at the
programs each school offered
and found bachelor's programs
duplicated at more than four of

dents at our universities who
have not achieved at least a C+
average in high school and at
least the statewide average
ACT score,• Jones said.
James Booth, provost and
vice president of student and
academic affairs, said it is too
soon to know what areas of
Murray State will be affected
by Jones' proposal because the
commission has met only once.
"I think some of the very
basic premises the governor
has put forth need to be examined very closely," he said. "I'm
not opposed to change and I'm
all for being more effective and
eflicient, but I will not compromise the academic experience
at Murray State.•
Booth said he would not be
8niJI*IIy HEATHER IEQLEY surprised if there were incentives for achieving the governot be enrolled. He said classes nor's goals.
the state universities.
"He said there won't be an
Jones said the universities "cannot accentuate academic
rigor"
if
the
students
are
not
need to send a message to high
school students, telling them if u p to par when admitted.
Please see COMMISSION
"Why would we enroll stuthey are not prepared they will
Page 16

Student stripped of position
By KELLY MENSER

RELATED STORY

News Editor

Todd Earwood was stripped of his freshman
senatorial position almost as quickly as he was
elected.
Monday night's student judicial board hearing
ended when Earwood was found guilty of violat-ing Student Government Association election
rules and procedures. Upon deciding the verdict, the judicial board awarded the senatorial
seat to Amanda "Mimi" Mills, psychology major
from Paducah, who had the next largest number
of votes.
Earwood, a political science major from
Murray, was found in violation of Article 8,
Section G, of Student Government Association's
election rules and procedures.
The section states: •Any billboards used shall
not exceed 3 by 5 feet and shall not be driven
into the ground. They will be limited to the area
north of the bridge between Clark and
Elizabeth Halls."

I Senator e!ectjons

3

On election day, Earwood posted a regulation-

size board in front of the second floor entrance
of the Currie Center, which is south of the
bridge. The violation was brought to the attention of Danny Everett, chairman of SGA's election ways and means committee, by two
protests made by the other candidates for freshman senator.
Everett, graduate student in agriculture from
Kevil, said all candidates read and were read
election rules at a Sept. 15 mandatory meeting.
Like the other candidates, Earwood signed a
contract indicating he was aware of and understood election procedures.
J. Scott Mcintyre, chairman of the judicial

Please see SENATOR
Page 16

Murray lobbies for new highway

Nell Weber 1 chairman of the department of geosciences, teaches world geography, an asset
more students will need In the expanding global economy.

By JENNY WOHLLEB

Second language increases in value

routes. One of those routes,
alternate three, would run
A group of more than 350 close to Murray.
people crowded into the Freed
The crowd was divided in
M. Curd Auditorium in the support of each route.
Industry and Technology
Alternate one would closely
Building to hear a discussion follow the present Ky. 80,
on a proposed four-lane high- which runs through Hardin.
way that will connect Cadiz to
Alternate two would run
Mayfield.
closely between the CallowayJ im Wilson, a Kentucky Marshall county line and
Department of Highways divi- would cross U.S. 641 N., south
sion of planning representa- of Hardin.
tive, said the state is trying to
Alte·mate three would run
identify the best extension of through Calloway county, parthe Ky. 80 corridor, which will allel to U.S. 641 N. and then
be one of the last phases in a would cross near the
project to connect Bowling Vanderbilt
Chemical
Green to Mayfield.
Company. This would also be
The corridor is in the plan- the longest route, estimated at
ning stages and state planners 34.1 miles.
have proposed three possible
Kenneth Lacey, an engineer
Editor.Jn-Chief

involved with the project, said
the goal is to define the corridor location to meet the goals
of the project, which are to be
economically sound and safe.
Anne Adams, director of the
Murray Tourism Commission,
said the commission had
passed a joint resolu tion in
favor of alternate three. She
said Murray has many attractions which bring people here,
like the Boy Scout Museum,
the University, the theater and
soon will have the Regional
Special Events Center, and it
should have a road to br ing
people here safely and conveniently.

Student Enrollment
Comparison of the enrollments of full-time and part-time
.
undergraduates to full-time and part·time graduate students 1n 1992:
Undergraduates

Graduates

. Full-time
[]Part-time

Source: OFFICE OF ADMISSIONSI RECORDS &CHEREPORTS

::

Gn1phlc by NOLAN B. PATTON

Please see HIGHWAY
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By ANGELA SCHADE

RELATED STORIES

Staff Writer

As the United States moves toward a global
economy, students need to learn how to communicate with the rest of the world.
"In Western Kentucky, if we want to belong
and enter the mainstream of a wide variety of
fields, students need international experience
and a knowledge of a foreign language," said
Dr. Milton Grimes, chairman of the for eign
languages department.
"We must be aware. We need to know what,
where and why people are doing what they
are doing," said Dr. Neil Weber, chairman of
the department of geosciences.
According to an article in The Wall Street
Journal, employers will soon be looking for
bilingual college graduates with top grades,
multiple internships, one or more years of
full-time work, demonstrated leadership,

i j--=A:..::.....:C......:.....LO.....:__SE_R_L_OO_K___,
Global campus
Every day, the world is becoming a smaller
place. College graduates need to be prepared
to work in a global economy.
Murray State is working on internationalizing
the curriculum, training students in foreign languages, foreign cultures and world geography.
Murray has also brought the world to campus with the large number of international students who come here.

Story on page 5

--:--~--~~~-~-----------~-:
:

• Global campus

5

teamwork and customer service skills and
experience living abroad. They must also be
computer literate. In the near future, without
these extras, a college degree will be the
equivalent of a high school diploma.
Ross Meloan, director of cooperative education and placement, said if you cannot offer
any special skills, you will not be what
prospective employers want. Knowing a foreign language and having international experience is good, but you also need to know the
culture because it will help you know what to
say, he said.
Foreign languages and cultural backgrounds have become important because the
world has become smaller through the use of
technology, Meloan said.

Adults in college

Index

An Adults Belong in College (ABC)
workshop for the adult or non-tradi·
tiona! student who is interested in
learning more about attending college
is scheduled Monday, Oct 25, from
6-9 p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
The workshop is designed for people who have been out of school for
years and are thinking of returning.
The workshop is free, but space is
limited so reservations must be made
by Oct. 22. Reservations can be
made by calling the Center for
Continuing Education at 762-4150.

Bulletin Board ............................ 2
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BULLETIN BOARD
THIS WEEK IN MUSIC
RHYTHM & BLUES

Friday, Oct. 1

1 RIGHT HERE (HUMAN NATURE}/DOWNTOWN ..........SWV
2 DREAMLOVER ...........................................MARIAH CAREY
3 HEY MR. D.J ..............................................................ZHANE
4 ANOTHER SAD LOVE SONG .....................TONI BRAXTON
5 UST KICKIN' IT ........................................................ XSCAPE
6 ANNIVERSARY ......... ............................TONYI TONII TONE!
7 GET AROUN0 ...............................................................2PAC
8 IF ...............................................................JANET JACKSON
9 SOMETHING IN YOUR EYES ..............•...BELL BIV DEVOE
10 I'M IN LUV.......................................................................JOE

COUNTRY
1 AIN'T GOING DOWN (SUN COMES UP} GARTH BROOKS
2 HOLDIN' HEAVEN ...........................................TRACY BYRD
3 WHAT'S IT TO YOU ...................................... CLAY WALKER
4 PROP ME UP BESIDE THE JUKEBOX .............JOE DIFFIE
5 ONE MORE LAST CHANCE .............................. VINCE GILL
6 ONLY LOVE .........................................................WYNONNA
7 LET GO................................................ BROTHERS PHELPS
8 NO TIME TO KILL ........................................... CLINT BLACK
9 EASY COME EASY GO ............................GEORGE STRAIT
10 HE AIN'T WORTH MISSING ............................TOBY KEITH

Marching Band Festival
Murray State University will host one of the oldest
and most prestigious marching band festivals in the South.
The 16th annual Festival of Champions high school marching
band competition will be held Saturday.
Bands from 18 high schools in Illinois, Kentucky,
Missouri and Tennessee will compete for individual, unit,
class and overall awards based on musicianship and marching
skills.
The Class A competition begins at 10:30 a .m . at Roy
Stewart Stadium and continues through the class AAAA competition, concluding at 3:30 p.m . The best band in each class
and the bands which have the next six highest overall soores
will compete in the finals, which are slated to begin at 6:30
p .m .
The MSU Racer Band will perform an exhibition at 9
p.m. The championship band will be announced immediately
following the Racer Band's performance.
Ticket prices for adults are $4 for preliminaries and $4
for finals or $6 for a combination ticket. Prices for children
under 12 are $2 for preliminaries and $2 for fmals or $4 for a
combination ticket.

ALTERNATIVE

Junior Rodeo
1 NO RAIN ......................................................... BLIND MELON
2 SOUL TO SOUEEZE ..................RED HOT CHILl PEPPERS
3 HEART SHAPED BOX ...........................................NIRVANA
4 MY SISTER ...................... TH£; JULIANA HATFIELD THREE
5 SUBLIME .................................................THE OCEAN BLUE
6 CANNONBALL. ...........................................THE BREEDERS
7 LOW ......................................................................CRACKER
8 CRANK .................................................CATHERINE WHEEL
9 CRAZV MARY .................................................... PEARL JAM
10 CHERUB ROCK .............................SMASHING PUMPKINS

RAP
1 CHIEF ROCKA ...............LORDS OF THE UNDERGROUND
2 LET ME ROLL ..................................................... SCARFACE
3 GRAND GROOVE/AT LARGE .....INTELLIGENT HOODLUM
4 FLOW JOE ............................................................... FAT JOE
5 WE GETZ BUZV ......................................................ILLEGAL
6 RECIPE OF A HOE ...................................................... BOSS
7 ALRIGHT .......................................................... KRIS KROSS
8 GOTIA GET MINE .............................................. MC BREED
9 VERY SPECIAUSTOP SHAMMIN' .......... BIG DADDY KANE
10 VALLEY OF THE SKINZ .................TRENDS OF CULTURE

DANCE
1 SLIDE ON THE RHYTHM .....ARIZONA FEATURING ZEITIA
2 JOY................................................................... ULTRA NATE
3 A SHADE SHADEY (NOW PRANCE} ...................... RUPAUL
4 HEY MR. D.J..............................................................ZHANE
5 WORLO(THE PRICE OF LOVE) ...................... NEW ORDER
6 LOVE IN MOTION .......................................... BIZARRE INC.
7 CHAINS .......................................................HIS BOY ELROY
8 DREAMLOVER ...........................................MARIAH CAREY
9 FUK OAT ....................................................................SAGAT
10 LOVE FOR LOVE ..............,................................... ROBINS.

SOURCE: BILLBOARD MAGAZINE
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• Blizzard of Bucks - 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Curris Center
Dance Lounge.
• Volleyball - Tennessee Tech at Murray at 7 p.m.
• Deadline - Master's degree applications for December gradua·
tion due in Admissions and Registrar's Office.
• Theatre - "Uncommon Women and Others," Friday, Saturday
and Oct. 7 and Oct. 9 at Johnson Theatre, 8 p.m.
• Interview - Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co. of
Evansville, Ind. Contact placement office at 762-3735.

Saturday, Oct. 2
• Volleyball- Middle Tennessee at Murray, 2 p.m.
• Tennis - Murray State Invitational, TBA
• Contest - Festival of Champions Marching Band Contest.
Prelims at 10 a.m. and Finals at 7 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Monday, Oct. 4
• Interview - Commonwealth Life Insurance Co. of Paducah.
Contact placement office at 762·3735.

Tuesday, Oct. 5

•

• Interview - Comcast Cablevislon of Paducah. Contact placement office at 762-3735.
• Movie - ~Loaded \:Veapon 1", Oct. 5 at 9:30p.m. and Oct. 6 at 7
and 9:30 p.m.
• Recital - Faculty Recital by Steve and Ellie Brown, pianists;
Allison Nelson and Elaine Harriss, - duo pianists, 8 p.m. at
Farrell Recital Hall.

Wednesday, Oct. 6
Young cowboys and cowgirls will be able to show off
their skills when the Junior Rodeo comes to Murray State
University's West Kentucky Exposition Center Saturday.
The event is sponsored by the Kentucky Junior Rodeo
Association and will begin at 7 p.m. Ticket prices are $3 for
adults and $2 for students. Children six and under will be
admitted free. Concessions will also be available. Entry regulation information may be obtained by calling 388-2598.
The Expo Center is located on College Farm Road,
approximately one mile from the University. For general
information about any events scheduled at the center, call
building manager Mary Kay Kirks at 762-3125.

Hopeful recycling program

• Lecture- "What Men and Women Students Should Know About
Peer Harassment and Date Rape, 4 to 5:30 p.m. at Clark Hall.
• Interview - Kroger Co. of Louisville. Contact placement office
at 762-3735.

Thursday, Oct. 7
• Elections - Homecoming Queen Elections, 8:30a.m. to 4:30
p.m. at Curris Center.
·Interview - Price Waterhouse of Nashville, Tenn. Contact
placement office at 762-3735.
• Meeting - A.A./N.A., 6:30 p.m. in Curris Center.

The main function of the recycling center at MSU will be
to collect and grind newspaper which will be used as bedding for
animals at the University farm, Harper said. The center will
help control the campust solid waste by continuing to 'Collect aluminum cans and paper, but it will not initially accept glass or
plastic

Murray State University is expanding its recycling
program in order to comply with 1991 Kentucky General .
Assembly legislation which requires all state-run agencies to
reduce landfill materials by 25 percent.
Wayne Harper, cb.ai.rman of Murray Statets recycling
committee, said two new projects will help Murray State
reduce landfill material: the addition of mixed paper recycling
and the opening of a recycling center.
The Murray State department offacilities management will soon distribute red recycling receptacles across
campus to collect mixed paper.: Any paper producers other
than magazines, newspapers and high quality office paper, are
considered mixed paper. Cardboard, gummed envelopes and
lined notebook paper can alos be dropped in the red receptacles ..

A free public reception will be held at the gallery on
Sunday, Oct. 10, from 3 to 5 p.m. Henry earned a masters
degree at UT Knoxville after completing a bachelors degree at
Murray State.

Recycling will go a step further at Murray State when
the recycling center begins work near the end of the fall
semester. Harper said facilities management employees will
construct a pre-fabricated steel building on the north end of
the campus, across the Highway 121 bypass ncar the electric
substation.

The Curris Center Art Gallery is located on the first floor
of the student center on MSU's campus, and it is open Monday
and Wednesday, 4 to 10 p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday,' 2 to 10
p.m. In addition, the gallery is open Friday, Saturday and
Sunday from noon to 10 p.m.

Exhibition of paintings
An exhibition of recent paintings by Debi Henry of
Murray is on display at Murray State University's Curris Center
Art Gallery through Oct. 17. The show includes paintings from
her recent thesis exhibition at University ofTennessee at
Knoxville and related work.

,f Mr Tu~edoe
"Our Name Says It All"
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Mainframe upgrade improves Apathetic voter
on-campus communications trend continues
By ALLISON MILLIKAN

RELATED STORY

Assistant News Ecltor

• Electronic services expanded

Murray State University is upgrading
one of its mainframe computer operating
systems and augmenting some of the
equipment needed to support the
operation of mainframe computing.
Jim DeBoer, associate director for
computing and telecommunications, said
the mainframe operating system runs all
University programs and maintains the
data base necessary to support services
such as registration, records, student
grades, accounts and academic records. It
is located in the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology.
The 1992-93 Presidential Task Force,
made up of traditional and non-traditional
students, faculty members and community
college representatives, recommended that
the University upgrade its present
information and technology abilities to
better serve students and faculty.
· In order to meet the recommendations,
the University is
upgrading its
mainframe computer hardware from
OSVS-1 to MVS, said John Fitzgibbon,
director of administrative services. He
said the long-term conversion to MVS,
which began last semester, cost the
University about $210,000.
By using MVS, the University will be

Technology fails to draw more students

8

simultaneous communication capabilities
and extended availability hours,
Fitzgibbon said.
Degree audits or MAP (MSU Academic
Progress) reports were not possible with
the University's previous software
package. Donna Harris, degree audit
coordinator, said each student will have a
degree audit, containing lists of classes
taken toward a major. She said this will
help facilitate professor-student advising.

P'lllto by .IUD COOK

Joe Summ ervil le, junior engineering
physics major from Wingo, loads a tape
in the mainframe computer.

process. Instead of using
voting machines, students
chose their senators from a
computer sheet listing.As
they appeared on the
ballots, candidates for
freshman senator were
Smee, Adam Wooding, Eric
Dalton, Stephan D. Keene,
Mills, B.J. Early, Earwood
and Tom Rezabeck.
The computer voting
sheets were similar to scantron sheets. After the vote
was made, the freshman
voter deposited ·his ballot in
a locked box. When the polls
closed, all the ballots were
taken
to
University
information services where
they were tallied by a
computer counting system.
Danny Everett, chainnan
of SGA's election ways and
means committee, said the
computerized process was
easier and less expensive.

By ERIN CHADBOURNE
Reporter

Another facet to the mainframe upgrade
is the expansion of electronic mail (e-mail)
capabilities. While e-mail is currently
accessible, Fitzgibbon said the University
i& in the process of changing from Bitnet
to Internet capabilities, which will allow email subscribers to converse back and
forth through the computer without
sending and waiting for a response.

Fitzgibbon said access to the mainframe
able to improve front-end commwiication,
which was one of the primary can be gained by several methods. The two
recommendations
made
by the most common methods are by a direct
wired terminal, such as those in the
presidential task force.
The enhancement of hardware storage business building student laboratories , or
devices and front-end communication by dialing into the communications
processors will give users more processor attached to the mainframe.

Low voter tur nout was
again the story in the
Murray State University
freshman senator elections
last Thursday.
From 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., 101 freshmen visited
the second floor of the
Curris Center and elected
Shawn Smee, business
administration major from
Jackson, Mo., and Todd
Earwood, political science
major from Murray. Student
Government Association
figures show a decrease from
the 125 votes cast last year.
A student judicial board
hearing Monday disqualified
Earwood, leaving Amanda
"Mimi" Mills, psychology
major from Paducah, with
Earwood's seat.
One thing that had
changed was the voting
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A Winning Combination...
Big B Cleaners
&
I

\._--..,__........-

Sunday -Sandwich Special
Monday- Blue Plate Special
Tuesday -Spaghetti $4.95
Wednesday - Chicken or Beef Fajita $6.95
Thursday- Hot Wings $2.75
Cheese Sticks $2
Friday - Seafood Buffet $6.95
Saturday - Special Ribeye $8.95
Mexican Buffet $6.95

MSU Racers\,~
for
Homecoming

Homecoming Hair Care
Monday-Friday 10 a.m . - 6 p.m.
SaturdaylO a.m. - 4 p.m.

Call u s for your meetings & partlesl

Receivl' Onl'

Walk-ins welcome
759-1100

I

We have a nightly special to please your appetite

Get your cleaning in early
before the last minute rush.

1608N. 121

Central Center
(In front of Wai·Mart)

(II

,.,

BP\'l'l'.l"l'

Sunday 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Breakfast & lunch served Monday - Friday 6 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dinner 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Hwy. 641 South • 753-5986

753-9525

Auorted Flavors
YOGURT -or- COUNTRY CLUB

The oPrice" means savings.
The "Plus" means even more.
Customer Comment Une

rl~[[

itfl tl1i .. ,!(/ nnl\ I

99(

ICE CREAM

\~l

r--::-:::-....,.-:=-,r.::--r-::~:':'"'T"'o:::""l~-r=.-r-ou
.OITITY-=---"1GH1
-s-m
-,~vto-

1..800..545..0451 ~:..:..:..:..:.:~~.=.....L....!-.L.~~~'-.J.___!!_!!!!-~"'"::.!!!.!:'~..

"!"

-1

!.!!i":.:...i!!!!"'!..."

MURRAY, KY

l~t!~l.

All Varieties

LAY'S POTATO CHIPS

V~ 88c
Assorted Flavors

BIG K DRINKS
\~I

\?$'

BUY I ... GET I ... FrtUI
Pampered Pork
Hot or Mild

BRYAN
All Meat

Assorted PILLSBURY

GRANDS BISCUITS

2 liter

lb.

BRYAN
Assorted Varieties

bottle

LIMIT 2

BRYAN SMOKED LUNCH N
SAUSAGE SAUSAGE MUNCH

,:r~r ~r~r ~ ·:f~r
ISAVE '2.691

(SAVE 12.991

(SAVE '1.79)

BA.Cil~G

Color or Prints
2 Ply, 280 Sheets, I S7'Sq. Ft.

ANGEL SOFT TISSUE

·H... crop•

ROME

APPLES

377c
....

HENS

"·!:'99c
78c

Oil or Water Packed

2 $1

STAR KIST TUNA

~~
t4'

·~~
4Je

4 roll
pkc.

6.125 OL
cans

Recular & Diet

PEPSI COLA

1
..
I

2 11ter

bottle
WI'IH.ONC ,,..., Cllkfll_....

I •PIECE DINNER PAK

_$599

---

MULTIC RAIN BREAD

2 ~$1

88C

Assorted Varletlet PETER PAN

UOGlR

't~~~/ 6
•

• 01
CJIOI

PEANUT BUTTER

.,t?ty_,
...
s14s
v
jar

$1

TOMAT O SAUCE

''""Cob Cor•

BIRDSEYE LITTLE EARS

"~

7

...•• S)39
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Speight enjo~s
spring seminar

Proposed road will
benefit community
You are traveling w1thin the borders of
Kentucky. You meet someonr and in casual
conversation he or she asks you what school you
attend. You reply, "Murray State., He or she
responds with, "Oh, really? What city is that in?"
· Why is this happening? It has much to do with
the fact that Murray State University is the only
Kentucky state university which presently is in a
community that does not have a major state
highway.
MSU and Murray have been well-kept secrets
for too long.We will soon have the Regional
Special Events Center which will enable this area
to offer concerts, games and mass audience
events. We also have the Murray Clan Society
which will attract people from across the nation.
It is time to let ourselves be known. We could
easily do this if we get the four-lane highway
which is being proposed by the state.
Three different location alternatives have been
proposed for the new road, all of which are in
Western Kentucky. This will make competition
fierce among the interested areas.
Murray would benefit most if the route chosen
is the one proposed to run from Bowling Green to
Cadiz and from Cadiz to Mayfield.
Every Murray resident, University stu dent,
faculty, administration and staff member should
wholeheartedly support th e construction of the
proposed highway and do his best to get it built
n ear us. We should not let an oppor tunity as
great as this pass us by.
TheMurra_vStateNewswelcomeslettersto

Pending position would be
worthless to University
Very low on the list of priorities for the average
Murray State University student is the creation
of an ombudsperson position. In gener al terms,
an ombudsperson is someone who reports and
receives greivances. For the University, the
ombudsperson will be someone to whom anyone
in the University can go with any sort of problem
he wishes to report. This position simply is not
needed here.
MSU traditionally has been a student--centered
establishment where we have the good fortune to
know our department heads , deans and
professors well enough to op enly voice ou r
concerns to them. No time, money or effort should
be wasted in pursuit of this unnecessary role.
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Dear Editor:
Last semester I had the
chance to participate in a
workshop entitled "Speaking
an d Writing Across the
Curriculum" conducted by
Barbara Malinauskas and
Fred Cornelius. My first
thought was, do I really want
to give up two weekends to sit
in o classroom? Because of the
writing component, I applied
for a seat in the workshop and
hoped it would rain both
weekends. It did rain and the
workshop was a wonderful
experience for many reasons.
We worked in groups. My
team included Marilyn Van
Leeuwen of Psychology,
Bassam of Occupational Safety
and Health and R. B. Barton•
of
Management
and
Marketing, who has been a
friend for many years, bu t I
had not met the others.
Due to this workshop
experience I have included
additional speaking and
writing activities in my
classes. I feel that I can be a
more effective teacher and I
treasure the opportunity of
meeting other professors
outside of the College of Fine
Arts and Communication.
I would like to thank Jim
Booth and Gary Hunt for
funding the seminar, Barbara
and Fred for doing such an
excellent job presenting the
mate rial and keeping 16
student professors in their
place for two long weekends. I
feel it would be valuable to
continue workshops of this
type that allow faculty to meet
and exchange ideas while
participating in an educational
experience. This is an
excellent program and worthy
of continued financial support. •
Sincerely,
Jerry Speight
Professor of Art

Student weighs pros and cons of marijuana legalization
When President Clinton
revealed he smoked marijuana
without inhaling in the 1960s,
he might have earned himself
some brownie points.
While many people may have
been shocked by his revelation,
he might have gained votes
from die-hard pro-marijuana
advocates around the nation.
In addition, many people
could identify with him,
because they too, had
experimented with a "joint" in
their childhood years.
Admittedly. I had a similar
experience wh en I was
younger. When Clinton made
his revelation, h e reminded me
of my little experiment.
The decriminilization of
marijuana has been an issue
for a long time. Many
mainstream
health
professionals state that
marijuana has therapeutic

COMMENTARY

TERRY
HAREWOOD
Guest

Commentary
value and is not addictive or
harmful to u sers.
Moreover , the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws firmly
believes that marijuana, once
called hemp, can be used to
make more environmentally
safe paper and other products.
Despite many claims of the
medical
efficiency
of
marijuana, the Public Health
Service continues to ignore all
applications for marijuana use
for medicinal purposes. Both
the PHS and the Drug
Enforcement Agency bas ed

their decision to ban its use on
the lack of studies on the
safety and effectiveness of
marijuana.
A recent survey of 1,035
oncologists conducted by the
U.S .
government
and
published in the May 20, 1992,
edition of The Journal of the
American Medical Association
illustrated that 44 percent of
the respondents had already
suggested marijuana use to
their cancer patients, and 48
percent said they would
prescribe it if it were legal.
Also, a stu dy by Har var d
University fo und that most
oncologists believe marijuana
is an effective pain-killer.
However , another study
conducted by Mary E . Abood
and
B illy
R.
Martin
established that the effects of
marijuana vary depending on
the dose, route and well being

of the user. The results,
published in the May, 1992,
edition
of Trends
in
Pharmacological Sciences ,
suggest that euphoria, which
can lead to acute panic
reactions or severe psychotic
states can, result from
extensive use.
In addition, marijuana was
found to have therapeutic
value in treating pain,
convulsions, glaucoma, and
other ailment...
I really do not care if it is
legalized or not. However, after
conducting
a
personal
invest igation
into
the
availability of drugs on Murray
State's campus last spring, I
concluded that it may as well
be legal since it is so easily
accessible.
So, if it has medicinal values,
and it can promote higher
revenues, why not legalize it?
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Andrew Henry

Beth Lich

Rachel Morrisette

Sophomore
"Definitely! It has not been
proven that it is harmful to
anybody like tobacco, and it is
used to make a lot of h elpful
substances."

Senior
"Yes! The jails are ftlled. There
are too many other serious
crimes out there to worry
about marijuana. It will bring
in more money debt."

Graduate Student

"Nol
It's dangerous to the health of
those who smoke it."

Eric Watts
Junior
"No! I don't know why. It just
shouldn't. There are already
enough crazy people walking
around here. It's morally and
ethically wrong."
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Global Campus
Shrinking world means expanding min.d s
force to study this aspect of the curriculum,
Grimes said.
"The task force report was finally approved by
the council of deans last year," Grimes said.
The report states that a more international
curriculum should be a conserted effort.
Therefore, there is administrative support for
the action, he said.
"There is a committee that operates the
international studies minor made up of people
from all over the different colleges and there is a
curriculum committee in the Center for
International Programs," Grimes said.

By JENNIFER STEWART
Assistant Campus Ute Ec:ttor

s

,

Today's working world requires global
knowledge. Jobs have become more
internationalized, therefore college must
prepare students for this by becoming
internationalized as well.
Murray State is making this effort by
internationalizing its curriculum.
Internationalizing the curriculum is a broad
term that encompasses any effort to increase
the international and intercultural component
in all classes.
This includes the ability to speak more than
one language on the part of the faculty, creation
of new courses and integrating international
elements into present classes, said Milton
Grimes, chairman of the foreign languages
department.
"It is not a defined program but a campuswide commitment on the part of the University
to do what we can in all majors and in all the
different colleges," Grimes said.
The commitment includes getting faculty
overseas and getting more foreign students here
from a greater diversity of countries, he said.
"Students who get an education at Murray
State will get a better understanding of the
contemporary world and how we interact with
other parts of the world," said Marcie Johnson,
interim director of the Center for International
Programs.

Minor

Courses
One effort includes the IDC courses.
Every student will gain two semesters'
experience in the history, culture and geography
"All of these classes address specific regions of
of places outside the United States, Johnson
the world and give the students better
said.
In addition, there are a number of courses awareness of global business and international
available that have always dealt with other economics," Johnson said.
"By internationalizing the curricu lum,
parts of the world.
Murray
State recognizes that students will not
Such courses include humanities, political
just
be
in
Western Kentucky after graduation,"
science and art history, she said.

said Gary Hunt, dean of the College ofFine Arts
and Communication.
"Students have to be able to understand and
compete in a multi-cultural world," Hunt said.
The effort to internationalize the curriculum
began several years ago when the vicepresident of academic affairs appointed a task

Inter national students phone home
By PAM DIXON
Staff Writer

*The international atudies minor plays a great
role in fitting into internationalizing the •
curriculum,rt he said.
The minor is a cornerstone. It is the only
program that has a curricular offering that
mentions international studies, Grimes said.
"It's only a minor a& the present time because
we are just getting going with it," he said.
The minor consists tf 21 hours of courses such
as approaches to international studies,
seminars on how people look at foreign
countries, clusters of courses that focus on a
particular country like 19th century European
history and European politiCal systems and two
yesu-s of foreign language, Grimes said.
"The minor is a support for another study," he
said. •rf you're a political science major, for
instance, this would be an ideal minor."
"As far as intemat;;onalizing the curriculum,
we would like to see opportunities for faculty
development so that they can gain international
expertise that will assist them in giving
attention to international perspectives in their
classes," Johnson said.
"In terms of international activity on campus
compared to institutioos somewhat similar to us
(regional state-support.ed schools), we are very,
very well-represented in the international area,"
Grimes said.

Trip to MSU requires
a~vanced planning
·.•

.• By MAGGJE.CAATER
Communication home is a thing many
students do not take time to consider.
Calling to say, "Mom, I need some
money," or just to say hello is a common
thing.
For international students, keeping up
with friends and families from home can
be time-consuming and cosUy.
Andrei N ova.k., a visiting agricultural
economics student from the Ukraine, said
he keeps in touch with home by sending
letters.
"I either send letters or call on the
phone. Sometimes that can be expensive
though. I just signed up for a long distance
card, but I haven't received it yet," Novak
said.
Novak said his letters take longer to get
to their destination than most letters.
*I sent a letter to my parents on the
Photo by .uaaA FARNUM
twenty-first of August. A week later. they
Karl Hennermann , sen ior geography major from Regensburg, Germany t hum bs
still had not received it," Novak said.
Novak said he does not hear much news through the Die Zlet newspaper In Waterfield Library t o catch up on news from home.
from home, except through letters.
'There is a lack of information about my
country and I can not find much news accessed. Then the code of the country of used, they should be placed on the line
about it on campus," Novak said.
destination is dialed. Finally, an above the country of destination, which is
Triin Palge, an economics major from international operator is reached, to whom located on the last line.
Bostonia said she uses the electronic mail one gives his specific telephone number.
A campus source where international
address system to keep in contact with her
Cornelius said he also keeps in touch students may gain access to news from
family and friends.
home is Waterfield Library.
with home through the postal system:
"The electronic mail address system is
His mail from home is sent to the
Foreign language press available in
something like a fax machine, it takes less university post office.
Waterfield Library include major papers
than one minute to get news from my
"They give special rates to international such as Le Figaro, the French national
country. I can write letters from here and students," Cornelius said.
newspaper, Times of London, Korea Times
my brother can send them back to me with
Those international students registered and Die Z~t of Germany.
it," Paige said.
with the Center for International
Sandra Sanders, head of public services,
Paige said she has not called home yet.
Programs pay $10 a year for a post office said the library has the normal amount of
"'' think it's cheaper if my parents call box at the Curris Center.
newspapers for a campus of this size.
here," Paige said.
Con1elius said that he receives news from
"If we don't have a particular newspaper
Vincent Cornelius, a junior finance home through his sister.
a student wants, we can try to get a part
major from Antigua, said he calls home
*She usually sends me ·newspapers since of it through the interlibrary loan system,"
once a month.
media coverage of Antigua is scarce Sanders said.
"It costs about $15," Cornelius said.
around here," Cornelius said.
Sanders said there are other sources in
A little effort must go in to making an
International students must·also follow the library that cover international news.
international call.
specific guidelines on how to properly
*The New York Times and the
To place a call, a student must have a address international mail to ensure
Washington Post have very good sections
calling card.
the mail is delivered effectively.
devoted to entirely international news,"
First the local operator must be
For instance, if foreign postal codes are
Dunman said.

A closer look at issues in the news

family, friends and school
For , most~ coming to
:Murii}.y ,S trrte. eonsis~s of
. filing:. an ""a pplication for
ad:riussiori' 8)ld hopping into
th~ ca:r, Witli Mu.r:ray as the
destmati;.n. b\lt this is not
the case f<>r international
students.- '
Levent Bayraktar, 1993
alumnus from Istanbul,
Turkey, said the procedure
to come to America was a
difficult one.
Bayraktar said he heard
about MSU through a
graduate catalog from the
graduate management
ad:tnission test. He said he
MSU because the cost
. was .reasonable and 'it was
·. within a small commu¢ty,
' "After' watching American
~ovi~sf .I was .seared to live
· i;n. a big -city,'' Bayraktar
' said. ·· ·
·
He said after he was
accepted to MSU, he had to
fill out an I-20 form to
obtain a United States visa.
He said he brought the fonn
to the U.S. Embassy in
Turkey and received a visa.
"I flew here and started
working in the housing
office," Bayraktar said.
Bayraktar said he will be
returning to his home in
Turkey in October because
Americanjobs are limited.
"I am quite satisfied with
the education I got at
Murray," Bayraktar said.
Marcie Johnson, interim
director of the Center for
International . Programs,
said international students
find out about MSU through

chose

· "We do have direct
exchange
progratrut · ·
Joh.naon s~d.
Johnson
said
the ,,~
procedur~ internatio~al

students must go through to ·
get to the United StateS is
very difficult. She said they
must apply for admissions,
provide transcripts and
prove financial stability.
"They must provide a
document or degree to prove
financial stability," Johltson
said.
.
She said the admission
process is a long one
because the paperwork is in
another language, in
addition to English. She
said international itudente;
also sun into visa probleDUJ.
"To get a visa you must
know the date of arrival and ..
the period of stay/' Johnson
said. •Also, the amount 'of
timi11g to get a visa
som$mes can go alow."
Johnson said perhaps the
most difficult process is
gettilg to Murray. She said
students fly for many hours
and land in Paducah, the
close& airport.
"When they get to
Paducah, we go and get
them: Johnson said.
Johnson
• said
intenational students are
attracted
to
the.
environment of this area.
UI'J'be most attractive thing
about MSU to them ia the .
safety,
security ' and
friendliness," Jo~ said..
She said once they get
here, they say the faculty
are helpful and access.ible.
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Art, JRT trade computers
TV-11 swaps three Macs for
11 Commodore Amigas
E

By SHELLEY ENGLISH
Reporter

Radio/television production students and
art students will discover similarities
between their majors in the next month.
The computers that were used for graphic
design in the radio/television and the art
departments have recently been exchanged
to better accommodate the needs of both
departments.
Three Apple Macintosh Color Classic
computers purchased by Alpha Epsilon Rho
national broadcasting society will now be
used in the art department to teach graphic
design. Eleven Coxpmodore Amiga 500 and
1000 computers, which had been used in the
art department, will now be u sed in
radio/television labs and on the ~t of MSU
TV-11 to teach students and staff how to use
video na"Phics.
Rodney Freed, operations manager of the
television studio, said the radio/television
-department has added nine Amiga computers
for students in labs to do simple graphics and
two Amiga computers for MSU TV-11.
"We plan to incorporate the instruction into
the entry-level video production course, and
the advanced video production courses, too,"

Freed said.
John Dillon, assis t ant professor of
j~urnalism and radio/t elevision, said the
Amigas are capable of producing multi-media
graphics which combine audio, speech and
narration into a single production unit.
"The Amigas are something of great help
with electronic news: Dillon said.
"We are seeing a trend in television that is
tur ning more into automation and
computerization," Freed said. "We are trying
to teach not only the aesthetics of television
graphics, but also how to actually do them as
well."
Jerry Walker, graph ics director of MSU
TV-11, said he thought the exchange of
computers was necessary because the
Macintoshes were designed more for print
and the Amigas for video.
•Jt will help u s teach n ews writers and
anchors how to type in their own graphics,"
said Walker, radio/television maj or from
Fulton.
Freed said the r adio/television department
already had th e software platform for the
Amigas and the art department had the
software platforms for the Macintoshes.
•rr we had kept the Macintosh computers,
we would have had to buy completely new
software," Freed said. •tt was a nice trade
that benefited all parties involved."
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Interlibrary system
made more direct
By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY
Start Writer

Getting an interlibrary loan
will now be easier for members
of the campus community.

Interlibrary Loaning
:>;

:..

•••

:,;

.-:::

. . The. interi'ibrary'toan system Is in great demand thisst3mester.
Hete r:ire ·So~e SuQgestloos to ensure that you.get th~ ·mat~riaiS. ,.
<~0~ ~~~dr. ~··;- ~!_.;·· ~ ... ' . .,·,:
. .. . ·: '
·il Oh~ck;our to~! hplding$ Carefully. before submitting a
r~_, . :..r;;_Au
.'_ st.{ ·.·. ·. .·. . .· '>, ;,.: .
'· · ·
.:·:•. . .
:·;

.:

An interlibrary loan is a
transaction in which material
is borrowed by one library from
another for the use of an
complete< accurate citations.
.
,
individual patron. In the past,
• Be aware of time considerations, Under normal circumstances
undergr adu ate
students
you shOttd allow at least two weeks for delivery. even if the .
needed a request form from a
requested material is located immediately.
,_.
fa culty member before they .• If you don't have an answering machine, fist both your phone
could get an interlibrary loan.
numbef'and the departmental secretary's number on your
request so·that you can be notified of receipt as soon as
Coy Harmon, dean of Murray
possible.
State University libraries, said
begin ning this semester,
• Pick up your materials as soon as possible after notification.
undergraduate students can
• Emergency requests for photocopied materials may be reprofill out a form themselves for a
duced by FAX; however, the lending insti1ution will assess .~
loan. To make a request for the
per-pag& charges and handling fees.
'
loan, st u dents should notify
Grtphlc by NOLAN I . PAnoN
the interlibrary office in ltun:t: DfAN Of MSU LIBRARIES
Waterfield Library. The office
will search and place an order faculty
members
for and there is usually a twowith the closest library that signatures," said Alleah week delay for a loan.
has the requested material.
.l<'or an out-of-state loan,
McGuiness, head interlibrary
Harmon said there co'wd be
"Because of the change, there clerk.
McGuiness ·said it takes photocopying and other costs
will be less of a problem for
undergraduates because they three days to get the to pay when the material is
don't h ave to hunt down interlibrary request processed, received.
w~lW"

'• Give

.P~Ii
We don't cut
corners to
save money,
but you can.

! CWrently
ii How WILL
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of college 1/3
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~
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Homecoming 1993

·

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

J-(omecoming Queen .
ELECTIONS
THURSDAY
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Second floor Curris Center

In The Curris Center
Dance Lounge

11 A.M . .

u. Murray
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Ombudsperson may be hired
University sees n eed for single office to handle student concerns
By MAGGIE CARTER
Staff Wrfter

and KELLY MENSER
News Editor

The next time you get the run-around
from offices on campus may be the last
time.
To comply with suggestions made by
last year's Presidential Task Force,
Murray State University may soon hire an
ombudsperson to answer all questions
concerning the University and, along with
a party of others, suggest solutions to
student problems.
The office for student affairs is
responsible for devising a plan for the
omudsperson position. Don Robertson,
associate vice president for student
affairs , said the plll'pose of an
ombudsperson would be to as~:Jist and
direct students. He said by having the
position in student affairs, students could
bring problems about any of the various
campus departments or operations t.> one
location.
Robertson said the ombudsperson must
have the responsibility and authority to
investigate individual problems. Such
authority would come from the president's
office by way of communication to
University em~loyees, he said.

"An ombudsman doesn't have the
authority to tell anyone what they can do
or not do; he just simply tries to look into
things and find out the facts," Robertson
said. "So if the ombudsman calls my office
because he's looking into something, it is
expected that I would cooperate."
Robertson said to
have
an
ombudsperson, MSU would have to decide
if this idea would be financially possible
and if there would be enough staff.
"We need funding first," Robertson said.
"We were mandated to cut administration,
not add."
Because of this mandate, the most likely
candidates for ombudsperson would be
current MSU professionals. Robertson
mentioned himself or Mike Young,
assist!Ult to the associate vice president
fur student affairs, as possible choices for
ombudsperson.
Robertson said several other institutions
have established an ombudsperson
position. Among those he listed are
University of Tennessee, University of
Michigan and Marshall University, where
Robertson previously created the office.
Though these universities are larger than
MSU, he said he still sees a need for an
ombudsperson here.
"I don't think it's a matter of the size of

the school," Robertson said. "'f our goal is
- which it is - to be more studentoriented in terms of helping students
through the process and avoiding them
from having to go from office to office, then
an ombudsperson could help that."
However, the Murray State position is
not definite. Robertson said several offices
may already be providing the informative
service for studen~.
As Robertson's assistant, Young said he
is somewhat involved with the process
now. But he said students really need the
ombudsperson resource to help them solve
problems in one location.
"I really see my office as kind of being
an ombudsman ... If we could get the
message out that if students have any
kind of concem or question if they know
where to go, fine," Robertson said. "But if
they don't know, simply come to us or
come to my office and maybe I can direct
them to the right place, maybe answer the
question for them or certainly find out
what they need to know
"If they would always just think to
maybe first check student aftairs, that's
the kind of role we would like to play in
our office and on campus and that's the
kind of message we want to get outthat this is the place to come,,. he said.

PfletG by Michelle Stinnett

The tennis courts near Springer Hall will soon be moved.

Demolition pending
By MICHELLE STINNETT
Reporter

The fall 1993 semester is the last time students will be
able to use the tennis courts behind Springer Hall. The
existing eight courts are being moved to make room for the
new Regional Special Events Center.
Ed West, director of facilities management, said six
tennis courts will be built north of the intramural field
between Waldrop and 16th streets. Two football practice
fields will replace the existing tennis courts.
He said two of the existing practice fields will be taken
over by the special events center, so the tennis courts were
the only available relocation site.
Emerine Construction Company of Murray will handle
the $318,000 construction projects. Demolition is set for the
end of this semester.
West said that to avoid the winter weather,
reconstruction of the tennis courts will not begin until the
1994 spring semester.
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Open
House
Oct. 7
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Hart Deli

Movie
Of

The
Week

TUESDAY
9:30p.m.
WEDNESDAY
7-9:30p.m.
Curris Center Thea
$1.50 with MSU I.D
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" NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN A MOVIE
WITH THIS MLEI"

...................
"MORE THAN A MOVIE,
LESS THAN TWO HOURS!

"THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR"

- Mllt'ray State News
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POUCEBEAT
September 20
10:04 p.m. - A report was filed on the theft of a stereo amplifier
from a vehicle parked near Stewart Stadium. Non-student Aaron
White was later arrested and charged with theft by unlawful taking
and released on bond. Property was recovered.
September 21
8:57a.m.- No one was Injured In an automobile accident near
Carr Health.
5:56 p,m. -A windoW was broken in Hart Hall.
September 22
10:16 a.m. - No Injuries were reported after an auto accident
occurred in Hart Hall parking lot.
12:28 p.m. - A wallet was reported stolen from Blackbum Science
Building.
3:26 p.m. - A wallet was reported stolen from an office In Wells
Hall.
September 23
10:49 a.m. - A report of an auto accident in Hamilton Avenue
parking lot was filed. No one was Injured.
9:06 p.m.- A fight during a pickup football game was reported. No
criminal charges were filed.
September 24
1:22 a.m. -A noise complaint near Hester Hall was reported. The
group was dispersed.
1:25 a.m. - Keys were f8P9rted stolen from a door In Hart Hall.
The lock was tater changed.
September 26
3:06 a.m. - Calloway District Jail advised public safety that an
MSU student was arrested for OUI.
10:04 p.m. - A report of an assault at Clark Hall was made. It Is
currentty under Investigation.
Information for Pollee Beat was gathfH'8d and complied by ARison
Millikan, assistant news editor, from materials avaHable to the public
at the publiq safety office and the Muffay Police DepartmfMt.
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Touchtone registration soon
to become reality at MSU
recommended the University implement
degree audits, voice mail and touchtone
registration.

Voice mail, degree
audits among other
upcoming services
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Aainant Newa Editor

With the upgrade of the mainframe
computer system and the recent
recommendations made by the
Presidential Task Force, students at
Murray State University are one step
closer to registering for classes while
sitting on the couch.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions, said
touchtone registration will be available in
late 1994 or early 1996. It will allow
students to simply punch social security
and personal identification numbers into
touchtone phones to get information about
class openings.
He said there will be registration
schedules but it will do away with long
lines at the Currie Center and cut the
number of required staff to about 14
people.
The 1992-93 Presidential Task Force,
composed of traditional and nontraditional students, faculty members and
community college representatives,

Voice mail, another recommendation
Bryan said the overriding component of made by the task force, is a campus-wide
the recommendations was the need to program that will enable staff members to
provide timely student services. He said more efficiently send messages across
the task force cited the need for students campus.
and faculty to be treated like customers.
With voice mail, an automated
He said by late 1994, every student answering system will record messages
enrolled at Murray State University will when a faculty member is out. Much like
have a degree audit, or an MSU Academic an answering machine, voice mail will
Progress (MAP) report, listing all classes a prevent numerous interrupt ions
student has taken or needs to take before throughout the day and allow students
graduating.
and faculty to be treated more like
customers, Bryan said.
Donna Harris, degree audit coordinator,
Travis Hamby, junior math major from
said the MAP reports will facilitate
advising and alleviate the "oops, you can't St. Charles, said he believes each of the
graduate" last-minute revelation. She said recommendations will help save time.
when the program is completely
He said changing majors can be
functional, advisers can pull up a
confusing,
so degree audits would be
student's file and tell him almost
beneficial
to
students.
immediately what classes he would need
to take if he wanted to change majors.
"At any time they could find out what
they still have to have before graduating,"
In addition, degree audits will allow
he said.
community college students to fmd out
what classes will transfer and what
He also likes the idea of touchtone
additional classes would be needed for a registration.
degree.
"It would keep students from running
Currently, the University is entering back and forth from the Currie Center to
student data base files into the computer their adviser to find out a class that is not
system. Harris said a trial run with tho already closed," he said.

The Sisters of~~~(
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Store Hours:
Monday-Friday 7:30a.m .- 6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

PITTMAN WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Karen's
Hair Studio

Over 20 years at same location.
Quality work at fair prices.

Recently opened on Hwy. 121 '*>rth Bypass

Tuesday - Saturday
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

408 N. 4th St.
Murray. KY 42071

Call for appointment
Walk-ins welcomed

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

753-3688

nllrtESSENTIALS

-New Tires - Alignments
-Brakes
- Oil Changes & Lubes
-Shocks
- Wrecker Service
- Suspension Repair
-Struts
-Tune Ups
- Routine Service Work

All major credit cards accepted.
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PUS LIFE

Three years ago,
Marque Moore
was riding
bulls.
Today,
Moore is tackling
a different type
of beast.

Photoa by JUD COOK

•

Paralyzed from the neck down as a result of a rodeo accident,
Marque' Moore Ia now dependent upon others. His dally care Is
achieved through the combined efforts of his mother, Dianne
Edwards (pictured), Vocational Rehabilitation and members of
the Murray-Calloway County Home Health Service. Moore plans
to complete his education at Murray Stat e and receive a
master's degree In business administration.

The

of his

LIFE
By E. L. GOLD
Staff Writer

When Marque Moore graduated
from Warren Central High School in
Bowling Green with the class of 1990,
there .was no dou bt in his mind where
he wanted to go to college.
Murray State University was the
only school in the state with a rodeo
team and Moore was a bull rider.
But that changed in mid-September
of his freshman year.
"I got thrown off a bull," he said.
"My neck broke when I hit the
ground."
His voice still trembles just a little
when he talks about it.
Moore was a member of the Murray
State rodeo team when he was hurt,
but he was not competing in a
collegiate event.
"My accident was during an open
rodeo in central Kentucky, about
thirty minutes north of Bowling
Green," he said. "It wasn't affiliated

with collegiate rodeo or Murray
•
State."
The accident left Moore paralyzed
from the neck down and was the start
of a seven-month hospital stay, first
at Vanderbilt and then at the Craig
Rehabilitation Hospital in Denver.
When he came home in March,
1991, Moore was determined to
continue his college education.
However, a lack of available health
care prevented him from returning to
Murray State.
Instead, he enrolled for the fall
semester of1991 at Western
Kentucky University, where his
brother was a student.
"My brother helped me
tremendously while I was going
through my first year of college," he
said.
After his brother graduated in 1992,
Moore stayed at Western for another
year before professional health care
became avai lable in Murray.

Americans with Disabilities Act - - - •
According to Public Law 101 -336, the Americans with Disabilities Act
reads:
This rule ...prohibits discrimination on the basis of
disability by private entities in places of public
accommodation, requires that all new places of public
accommodation and commercial facilities be designed
and constructed so as to be readily accessible to and
usable by persons with disabilities, and requires that
examinations or courses related to licensing or certification for
professional and trade purposes be accessible to persons with
disabilites.

C

Sou'": ADA HANDIOO«

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

When the Mu.rray-Calloway County
Home Health Service agreed to take
on his case, he decided to transfer
back to his first college choice.
"Three ladies (from the Home
Health Service) come in in the
morning and get me up." he said.
"They give me a shower. get me
dressed and get me in my wheelchair.
"But when I go to my classes, I go
by myself," he said. "' don't have 24hour attended care."
Vocational Rehabilitation also
provides Moore with some assistance.
Such independence does not come
easily. Even with the campus
modifications mandated by the
Americans with Disabilities Act,
Moore said he finds most buildings
are still inaccessible.
"One big thing I find on campus is
not being able to access the
doorways," he said. "You know those
little plates with the handicap symbol
that people can hit to open the doors?

That's what I need. I just need it
about a foot off the ground where I
can just kind of bump it and it'll open
the door."
Moore said his access to areas
inside some buildings is also limited.
In the Currie Center, he baa to use
the freight elevator because the public
elevator is too small.
*I tried to get in there one day," he
said. "' waa banging around and
hitting my wheelchair a lot, but I
finally got it twisted in there. Then I
had to get back out because nobody
else could get in there to push the
button."
Moore said he has talked with
several University officials about
making campus buildings more
accessible, but they have not yet told
him what they plan to do.
"I think funding is the issue," he
said. "' t.hi.Jlk funding is always the
issue. If it's not the issue, they can
always throw that up as an excuse."

o
,::)-..::..::A:......:S=-=L. .I. :. . . . C_E_O~F_I..IF_E_ _,
, /'

Pike Probation Over

This weekend's Pig Out isn't the only reason
for celebration among members of the Pi Kappa
Alpha lraternity .
The fraternity's 10-month probation is officially
over today.
The fraternity was put on probation after 12
of its pledges were indicted on misdemeanor
charges for a hazing incident last November.
''I'm glad everything is over." said Brain Long,
Pi Kappa Alpha's president.

Moore, a business administration
major, said he is most concerned with
access to the Business Building and
Faculty Hall, where most of his
classes are, and with Clark Hall,
where he lives in room 226.
"''ll be heJe in Clark as long as rm
at Murray State,• he said. "'f the
Lord's williDg and Murray State•s
able, I guesa I'll be here another four
and a half years.•
Moore said he plans to get his MBA
while he is at Murray State.
*I want to go ahead and get my
masters because so many people say
that I won't come back and get it," he
said. "'want to get it while I'm here."
Moore said he wants to go into
corporate management after he
graduates. Moore may not be sure yet
what administrative area he will
specialize in, but he is sure what
corporation he wants to work for.
"Just which ever one will pay the
most," he said.

Pikes To Pig Out

Duo Piano Recital

P1 Kappa Alpha fraternity's annual
Pike Pig Out will begin its festivities
Saturday at 12 p.m.
The Pig Out is open to all sororities.
In addition to pigging out, there will
be line dancing, volleyball, a tricycle
race, egg toss, bat spin and other
games, said Brian Long, Pi Kappa
Alpha's president.
Members of the sororities will be
competing for points: the sorority with
the most points wins, Long said.
The fraternity has been holding the
annual event for approximately seven
years, Long said.

An eight·hand piano recital will be
presented in Murray State's Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at 8 p.m Oct 5.
The performance is open to the public
and is free of charge .
The recital will feature two duo-piano
teams: Allison Nelson and Elaine
Harriss of Martin.Tenn. and Eleanor
and Stephen Brown ol Murray
Stephen Brown is a professor of music
at Murray State.
The p1ano recital will include works by
Bach, Smetana, Grieg, Constantinides,
Debussy, Gounod and Sousa.

.,
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Kappa Alpha ends
10-month probation
By JENNIFER STEWART
~sistant c ampus ure E<itor

Jim Baurer, adviser to the Interfraternity
Council, is equally glad to see the probation's
~i,s of today, the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity end.
"I'm glad to see the incident is behind us and
~ officially ~ompleted its 10-month probation.
we
can move forward and look to the future,"
~ ~e fraternity has been on probation since
Baurer
said.
N,ovember of 1992 for a hazing incident
Other University officials are also looking to
~olving 12 of its pledges.
the
fraternity's future.
~e pledges were indicted Dec. 11 on
misdemeanor charges of damaging personal
"We, as a university, feel that the outcome
property and fourth-degree assault.
will be positive," said Mike Young,
In order for charges to be suspended , the administrative assistant of student affairs.
pledges h ad to serve 100 hours of community
During its probation time, the fraternity has
service with a local underprivileged group, pay been able to reflect on the pledge program and
reAt itution to the victims and abide by all gain some understanding into how it can
ufJ!i,versity rules. In addition to these change in the future, Young said.
s t ipulations, the fraternity was put on
"When you take someone's privileges away
plobation.
you give them time to reflect," Young said.
~he probation prohibited the Pikes from
Baurer said he hopes the media attention to
hOlding any social functions or participating in
the incident provided an educational experience
~ural athletics.
for the Pikes.
J l''or member s of the fraternity, the end of
The probation was not meant as a
tlieir probation is something they have long
punishment
situation, but somethlng that they
~en waiting for.
could learn from, Young said.
t'l'm glad everything is over," said Brian l ong,
"The university is here to support them in
president of Pi Kappa Alpha. "We are on~ good
any
way and we wish them success," Young
tetms with the University and we plan on
said.
wOrking with them and being normal again."

CHOP CHOWS
From left, Abigail, Laken, Bandit and Nakia are the pride of the Lambda Chi Alpha !raternlty.
The dogs, which all came from the same litter, are just less than.a year old.

Local chapter of Perot's United We Stand group forms
By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY
Staff Writer

A local chapter of "United We
Stand," a group that follows t he ideas
of Ross Perot , is fonning on Murray
State's campus.
Perot is the chairman and national
spokesman of the organization.
•tt was originally formed
nationwide to give government back
to the people," ~aid Gary Thornell,
seruor electrical engineering/computer
technology major from Benton, who is

active with the group.
Thornell said the group wants to
show the people that their vote does
count and that the people can choose
a candidate.
A pamphlet stated wh at one can
expect from the group: "You will get
a voice in what will possibly be the
largest citizen action group in the
country..."
This is the first year for the
organization. Not only is it located on
Murray State's campus, but it is also

other activities, but to vote, there is a
$15 annual membership fee.
Thornell said officers are elected
every semester. Current officers are:
Adeline Betts, president; Bryan Fox,
vice president; Mitch Harris,
secretary; James G. Egri, treasurer .
Dr. Faruk Umar is the adviser.
"Candidates always promise what
they're going to do in advance and if
they don't do it, we won't re-elect
them," Thornell said.
"We hope this group will generate

on 250 other campuses nationwide.
Thornell said th e other campuses
have a system of information
exchange known as INTERNET. This
is where the colleges can exchange
information over a computer modem.
Murray State does not have this
system yet, but it is on its way to
getting the system.
The group is a non-partisan, nonprofit, non-political educational
organization. Those interested can
attend th e meetings or help with

Cong~atulations

membership and keep it informed for
the interest of the group," said Mitch
Harris, freshman undeclared major
from Henderson.
Thornell said the group is
presently discussing fundraising and
activities.
•There are many ways to raise
money, we just don't exactly know
what we want to do," Thornell said.
Harris said the group hopes to
attend a rally this weekend in
Springfield featuring Ross Perot.

Are you having trouble getting
your publication together?
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Murray, Kentucky 42071
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SPORTS
Athletes offered opportunites
Tutoring programs provide coaches the
chance to also discipline study habits
By E.L. GOLD
Staff Writer

On Saturday nights in the
fall, Roy Stewart Stadium may
get loud at times '\'\tith the
cheers of Racer football fans.
But four nights each week,
from 7 to 9:30, absolute silence
is the rule in four classrooms
below the stands.
The Murray State student
athletes are in study hall.
.rwe don't allow any talking,"
said Sherri Hutson, wife of
assistant football coach Mark
Hutson and a study hall monitor.
Hutson said she had some
discipline problems early in
the semester but the athletes
have now accepted the rigid
code of conduct. "Once they
realize they have to come to
study hall, they take it serious·
ly," she said.
The study hall is not mandatory for all student athletes,
said Margaret Simmons, assistant athletics director for academics and compliance. ('The
coaches have total jurisdiction
over who they want to put in
study hall,• she said.
However, the athletes say
coaches require most athletes
to attend at least one night of

tutoring every week.
"Every coach is different,"
said Amy Hall, a senior health
and physical education major
from Henderson who plays on
the tennis team. "My grades
are good so I only have to go
one 'light a week."
"You don't get out of it,• said
Stephanie Gray, a sophomore
elementary education major
from Mayfield who plays guard
on the Lady Racer basketball
team. "If you have a GPA of
2. 7 or above, you may only
have to go two nights a week."
Gray said she sees a real
need for the program and its
discipline. "I like it because
it's real strict,• she said. ~ost
athletes won't study unless you
have to go to study hall."
Don Stephen.s, a sophomore
business
major
from
Clearwater, Fla., who plays
tight end on the Racer football
team, said he thinks the program is essential for him.
"It helps me tremendously,"
Stephens said. "I spend so
much time playing ball. With
practice and films, we put in
20 hours a week. Then with
Saturday as game day, Sunday
is the only day we've got to
study on our own."

Other student athletes think
the program helps them somewhat but question the required
participation.
~'It helps by making me keep
my mind set on studying for
two hours," said Dawn Miller,
a freshman undeclared major
from Moline, Ill., who it a
member of the trac.k team.
"But I'm used to doing my
homework.
•x think they should wait
until they see how your grades
are, then I see a reaaon for it,"
Miller said.
Some athletes take lighter
course loads during their
sport's season. However, the
average number of hours student athletes take is lrimiJar to
that of other students,
Simmon.s said
"The average student graduates in 4.8 years, and the average athlete graduates in 4.9
years," Simmons said . "So
there's not much difference in
the student athlete and other
students as far as the courae
load they're taking."
Simmons said student athletes must earn at least 24
credit hours each year to
remain eligible for competition,
and those hours must cou nt

toward their majors . "They
can't be just a bunch of junk
COU1'88S,. she said.
Heavy athletic and academic
demands on the student athletes' time prompted the NCAA
to provide the Academic
Enhancement Fund that pays
for the study program, said
Connie Keasling, the women's
tennis coach and on-site overseer of the program.
"We found that moat of the
time tutors were available only
during the afternoon or at
night, whether athletes had
games that night or not,•
K.Nsling said.
Most sports have practice
times in the afternoon,
Keasling said.
"Here we have a central location and the athletes know
that every Sunday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday
nights there are tutors available," Keasling said. "They
don't have to worry about finding someone.
"This program is to make
sure that any student athlete
who needs assistance can get
that asaiatance, be it through a
tutor or just just a scheduled
academic quiet time,• Keasling
said.

PIIIC1 'r IECKY YOUMGWERTH

Head football coach Houston Nutt gives help t o Steve Hill, a
freshman from Elizabethtown, during one of the four weekly
tutoring sessions held at Roy Stewart Stadium. Most coaches
require athletes to attend at least one of these sessions.

Five-year plan a possibility
By MATT PEREBOOM
Sports Edtor

Because athletes are responsible for their playbooks, as
well as their school books, universities across the country are
implementing strategies to
help their student athletes not
only complete their eligibility,
but earn a degree as well.
Murray State is no exception.
The athletic department created the Fifth-year Athlete
program in 1987 under the
direction of then first-year
director of athletics Mike
Strickland.
•we felt like we needed to
commit
to
academics, •
Strickland said.
The program allows student
athletes who have completed
their athletic eligibility and
met the set criteria, to finish
their degree with funds provided by the University.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association's bylaws
permit the scholarships, but
MBU may operate the program
independently. This allows the
University to determine the
standards that must be met to
qualify.
The athletic department has
developed a point system to
determine who will receive the
scholarships. The applicant's
grade-point average and the
progress they have made
towards fulfilling their degree
requirements are the most

Athleti c Comparison
Graduation rates for students entering college In 1986 a.verage at 55 percent nationally.
Among student-athletes, the percentage is 2 points higher. Here is a comparison of OVC schools'
graduation rates for all students and student athletes:
69%

Morehead
State

•

Murray
State

All Students

Source: THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCAnON

they were eligible,• Strickland
said. "Now there ia more analysis based on the point system."
Scholarship recipients are
expected to work for the athlet-ic department.
Former Racer quarterback
Tremain Lewis, a business
administration major from
Orange, Texas, received a fifthyear echolarship and works for
the football team this year.
Lewis admits the financial
assistance has been a great
help.
"' probably would have fin.
ished but it would have been
more difficult," Lewis said.
Although coaches are not
allowed to guarantee the fifthyear program while recruiting,

tJ-A
_ C_L_O_SER
_ _LOO
__
K___,
Incredible Rifle Team

7th

Basketball
5th

' 5th

Tennis
2nd

4th

Track~utdoor

2nd

Volleyball

' 4th

For All-sports Trophy

SOURCE: MSU FACT lOOK

they can tell possible recruits
that if funds are available they
may apply.
Lewis said the chance to
have five years to complete his
degree was a definite advantage for Murray State when he
was recruited.
"' may have stayed in Texas
for financial reasons if the fifth
year of eligibility was not a
possiblity. Things really
changed when we had the budget cuts, but everyting worked
out," Lewis said.
Strickland thinks that generally athlete graduation rates
have increased because of the
chance for a fifth year.
"Kids aren't any smarter
they are just getting a chance
to continue,• Strickland said.

It is not the triple-A clUb
~t ~t ~·to triind, but
this 'AAA program. 'doiS provi~ lielP for what can eornetimea be a difticult trip.
Marpret Simmons, director Cl! atbletic:e for academ.ics
,and eo~pliane$, ~o~ ·with
the counseling and. testing
center, has begun orientation ~ for frelhman
and transfer athletes.
'."A.tb.let.,s, ACademic& -.:nd
Attitudes" teach ·Murray
State student athletes
every-thing from NCAA
regulations to how · to .fig..
<r~ ~e gr~de,-point averages.
Simmons explained why
the athletie department
bilieved it ehould introduce
tbeJ.4A.p~.

· "We; have bad kids- leave

here ':WM don't know how tO
drop a class. We tey tO cover
subjects not usually included in Summer 0," Simmons
said • .,~These are survival
eltills ::th~ all 8tudelit8·~ not
just athletes, should get a
chance to learn.''
Seven different groupe of
:, athletes meet onee a week
with Simmons or fOur other
volunteerS~
"There are an average of

Graphic by DENISE NUU

Simmons said.
Aimee Jones, a freshman
von.,ball player from
Covington, thinks the
Thuriday night sessions ~ ,

attends ~ bfmefi.cial.
··
"It•a hard getting to all the
meetings becauae of matches1 but the ones I've been .a ble to gQ to. ~e helpful.~ .
''JOnei said.
;
-~
The instuctors spend '
time cletailing the re~la
tion.a that athletes must fol.
low,;t.o' Ulaintain' ~eir eligi- :
biJity; '
"Theee are plenty of rules
to coafuee apy student athlete, we only hope to let
them,know ,ve are here to
help.them anyway we·can,"•
Simmons said.
Mike Strickland, Murray
State's athletic director,
explained why the program
evOlved.
.·.·
·
"We help them at the end
with the fifth-year opportunjty, and this is just another
way to help them, but at the
i'rottt ~~d so th~ kids take
things seriously from the
very start,'' Strickland said.

The Murray State rifle team opened its season last weekend with convincing victories
over the University of Kentucky and
Tennessee-Martin.
Many people at Murray State University are
unaware how successful the rifle team has
been. Staff writer Jeff Drews takes a closer
look at the team and their coach Elvis Green
in this week's issue of The Murray State

News.
St ory on page 13

Junior Martin Jansson is the Racer

of the Week.
Jansson, from Varberg, Sweden,
defeated four seeded players to
reach the finals of the Southern
Collegiate Tennis Championships in
Athens, Ga.
In more than 20 years of competition in this tournament , no Murray
State player had ever advanced
beyond the quarterfinals.
Jansson defeated three players
from the Southeastern Conference
and one opponent from the Sun Belt
Conference .
Martin Jansson

I
I

:include only lc:iotba1l players,
while the other: four involve ·
,a ,. ~xture of aporte~'' ':

Racer of the Week

The following are the 1992-93 Murray State University's
women's sports conference standings:

Track-Indoor

IZ1 Student-Athletes

State

heavily weighted variables.
Margaret Simmons, director
of athletics for academics and
compliance, said there are
other requirements as well.
"All returning athletes who
are eligible for financial aid are
required to apply for that aid
before applying for the fifthyear program," Simmons said.
An average of 18 to 20 athletes receive money granted
through the program every
year. From 1987 to 1989 more
than $100,000 was available to
fund the scholarships, but the
amount was decreased to
$50,000 in 1990.
"The budget cuts have forced
changes. We used to allow the
athletes the same scholarship
money they received when

is "~etea in eiery session.
We laave three groups that

Tennesaee Tenneaeee
Middle
Tech
State
Tenneuee

M SU Conference St andings

Cross Country

8y MATT PEREBOOM
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Riflers strong as always
By JEFF DREWS
Staff Writer

Pllloto ~lARRY JOHNSON

SWEET STROKE!
Mart in Jansson, j unior from Varberg , Sweden, Is
shown here practicing t he forehand that helped carry
him to the finals of the Southern Collegiate Tennis
Championships In Athens, Ga. Coach Ben nie Purcell
was pleased with Jansson's play In t he tournament
that finished Monday. "We've had a lot of exceptional
tennis players who have come through and not done
as well," Purcell said.

It should be no surprise that
the Murray State rifle team
defeated the University of
Kentucky and the University
of Tennessee--Martin.
As usual, the Racers_
dominated the competition by
defeating UK 6,119-6,072. UTMartin finished 111 points
behind the Racers.
After all, in the Racer's
worst season in 15 years, they
finished a respectable seventh
place nationwide. In that
time, they have collected three
national championships, the
most recent in 1987.
Some rifle team members
believe it is ironic that the
most productive sports
program receives the least
amount of recognition and
coverage by the media, The
Murray State News included.
Perhaps
the
most
intimidating thing about the
Racer riflers is the tradition of
excellence they have built.
"The people we recruit are of
a pretty good caliber when we

get them," said coach Elvis
Green, who is in his 12th
season. "They strive towards a
goal, which is to become an
All-American."
Benjie Belden chose the
Murray State rifle team over
the Alaska-Fairbanks team
because of the tradition Green
has helped build and
maintain.
And speaking of AllAmericans, Green has seen his
share as coach, 20 to be exact.
The latest additions were Kate
Keleman, Beth Hertzman and
Lance Goldhahn. Keleman
and Hertzman are returnees.
Green believes this season's
team is capable of producing
six All-Americans.
"It's (being an All-American)
not something that is given to
you," Green said. "You have to
work for it."
Again, the Racers are in the
hunt for another NCAA
championship. Although the
team is not currently ranked,
Green believes they will finish
fourth or fifth.
Last season, Green thought
the Racer's had a chance to

finish first in the NCAA
championships, but a sub-par
performance in the finals put
an end to that opportunity.
"We had the first and second
place teams scared that we
were going to beat them,"
Green said. "But we just didn't
have a great performance."
What the Racers do know is
that they do not want a repeat
performance. The team is
confident they will do better
this season.
In fact, some team members
believe the team is better this
year.
111
1 think this ill the best team
we've had in the four years
I've been here because our
team scores have been the
highest and most competitive
since I've been here," said
Kate
Kelemen,
senior
organizational communication
major from Livonia, Mich.
And their chances of
fulfilling
their
NCAA
championship quest may have
risen with the announcement
that this year's NCAA
championships will be hosted
by the Racers.

Green believes it will be an
intangible advantage.
"Hopefully, it will give us
some kind of advantage," he
said. •It's not the same as
basketball because you don't
have a home court advantage."
Green, has not been more
affected from the heart attack
he suffered in September. The
entire team was concerned.
Green was hospitalized at
Western Baptist Hospital for a
week and returned to the team
in perfect health.
"You can't tell any
difference," said Benjie
Belden,
a
junior ,
manufacturing engineering
major from Turner, Ore. "We
were worried about him, but a
week after the heart attack he
was checking up on us."
This weekend the rifle team
will travel to Alabama to shoot
it out with Jacksonville State.
After being "well satisfied"
with his team's opening
performance, Green doesn't
foresee any problems.
"They probably will be a
mediocre team and I expect to
win," Green said.

Happy Homecoming from

llf)f)~l)~
WHO HAS TIME FOR lAUNDRY? TEST TIME?
Let us save you Ume and frustratlonl

Laundry (wash 'n' fold) service just 60~ per poundl
Since 1931, Boone's has offered the best drycleantng in
Western Kentucky. Check out these savings/

-I

DRYCLEANING
$10 MinJmum Otder

i
1

Boone Cleaners
Not vaUd with any other dilcomttl.
Present coupon with lncoadn~ on:len.

:,·

Il

_______!

•-------!~!!!!2!~~!!

Monday-Saturday
9 a.m.-5 .m.

tees'n'things

Congratulations to

.

Carrie !Ford

on m a king h omecoming court!
You will represent us well!
Love,
Your Sisters in A lpha Omicro n Pi

• r--+__+__+_ _ +___, +
+

IIKA

Eagerly Anticipates
it's Annual

+

+ Pig-Out
and is looking forward
+ to seeing the members +

• AOII
+

Ar~ •

A~Il
ex~+

LLL
+ALA
•

ot

+

+

·+ .

OJJ .
§~IECXPRESS
Restaurant and Market
Winter Hours:
Sunday • Thursday
Friday and Satclay

Starting Oct. 1

11 a.m. • 8 p.m.
11 a.m. • 9 p.m.

753·6149

STUDENTS
10°/o off With MSU I.D.
expires: 1 0.8· 93

. .. ..

....
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Dandies win
By SCOTT NANNEY
Assistant Sports Editor
Intramural softball Tuesday
night featured the Dandies
squeaking by the Y No's 9-8 in
an exciting come-from-behin d
victory.
The Y ' No's grabbed the
early lead with a pair of runs
in the top of the fust inning.
The runs scored on singles
from Pat Rowland and Dusty

So what'cha what'cha what'cha want?
Say it with a CLASSIFIED!

on a single from J im Taylor
which set up a grand slam by
Dan Patterson for an 8-4 lead.
That score remained until
the bottom of the third when
an inaide-the-park home run
by Tom Thurmond made the
score 8..S.

AXA l::E:E AXA :E:E:E AXA :E:E:E AXA

To the wonderful brothers of

The Dandies came back to tie
the score at 8-8 in the bottom
of the fourth. The runs scored
when Linn H arper reached
base on an error with the bases
loaded. Two batters later, and
the bases loaded again, Jason
Sims lifted a sacrifice fly that
scored the tying run.

Wilson.

The Dandies struck back in
the bottom of the inning with
four runs to take a 4-2 lead. A
double by Jason Sims and a
pair of singles from Gray Price
The Y' No's were held
. and Barry Arnett were the key
scor eless in th eir half of the
' hits in the inning.
The Dandies held the lead fifth, before the Dandies plated
only until the top of the next a r u n in the bottom of the
inning when theY' No's tied inning when Scott H eath
t he game on three walks , a singled in Cliff Harper fr om
single and a sacrifice fly. The second base for the ninth and
Y' No's loaded the bases again winning run.

Pltoto by BECKY YOUNGWERTH

THANK YOU!
James Shelton, a Junior physical education major from
Hopkinsville, receives congratulations from his teammates
following a home run.

All MSU s tude nts , faculty, sta ff

and

:=MSt£Beal-t:fi:seraces:

a lumni,
Have a s afe a nd fun-filled

-------------------------------------------~~--~d~at ----- - --

==========~er~rJ!:~-E;:=========
----------~t
~
---------------- ~AAAA

f}{J@[fiji}®@® IIlJil 11ffl)@

--------

:E:E:E AXA :E:E:E AXA :E:E:E AXA :E:E:E

·~. .~--Alumni Homecoming.,..AI~

-----------------------------------

Breakfast

::::: :ana=sTD:t~itiiig::::=

Saturday, Oct. 8
at 8 a.m.

====--tegnan-e--=testt~===
----~-- ------ ~--------

()®~

1
l i111•1 iDIPili!~t

Murray Mlddie School
Com• eat Gild rlrU with
old friends ·and wlllth th•
parllll•. from IM front lawn

10ra c ange

Un iversity Plaza
One b lock East of MS U campus on Ch estnut
S tre et

Supplies

Sport Cards
&

•

Non -Sport

C\.~e. tJJuao,~

~

Jf

"Buy, Sell, Trade" ~
616 S. <4th St.

Murray, KY <42071
M .. T.. & Th. : 2:30-7 p.m .
F.: 2:30·6 p.m.
SaL 10 a.m .-5 p .m.
CLOSED WED. &SUN.

753-2744

• -

64190UJ11
Jl'l1RDAR. TN
901-247-5798

Starts at 9:30 - must

ot 21 &

over

AXA To our wonderful Bust coaches .ELL

Congratulations to Fall

You guys are the best!!!
Love, the sisters of
~~@Uui1ffi

@H@rrui)ffi

A XA

@~@ Uui'ltil

AUGUST MOON
Chinese Restaurant
506

N.

12th

St.

759-4653

Homecomina_soecial
Free Egg Rolf or

Soup

with any dinner entre
LUNCH
DAILY 11 A.M. · 2:30 P.M.

DINNER
MON.- THUR. 4:30 P.M.- 9:00P.M.
FRI. - SAT. 4:30 P.M. · 10 P.M.

ex pires : 10-10 -93

I
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MSU-MTSU, Stats
Murray State
Middle Tennessee

MTSU runs past Racer football
Middle Tennessee State rushed for more than 300 yards in
defeating MSU 45-3 last Saturdav in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Freshman free safety Elliott Dunn lead the Racer defense \
with 11 tackles in his first collegiate start.
Offensively, MSU used senior Butch Mosby and .freshman Cory
Rodney at quarterback. Mosby com pleted 7 of 19 attempts, while
Rodney connected on 9 of his 18 passes.

3 0
17 7

0
7

0
14

s
45

First Quarter
MSU-FG Dill 30, 10:11
MTSU-FG Petrilli 50, 7:21
MTSU-Tate fumble return (Petrilli kick), 5:46
MTSU-Bayless 11 run (Petrilli kick), 2:40
Second Quarter
MTSU-Bayless 14 run (Petrilli kick), 9:40
Third Quarter
MTSU-Lyons 1 run (Petrilli kick), 9:06
Fourth Quarter
MTSU-Shelton 12 run (Petrilli kick), 10:47
MTSU-Shelton 51 run (Petrilli kick),4:13
A-11,500
MSU
MTSU
First Downs
13
22
Rushes-yards
44-317
35-81
Passing yards
134
157
Return yards
92
3
8-15
Comp-Att
16-37
2-8
Sacked-1rardslost
1-1
Punts
3-85
5-196
1-0
Fumbles-lost
1-1
Penalties
3-13
8-115

Volleyball victorious over APSU
The volleyball team is 1-2 in their three most recent matches.
The Racers defeated Austin Peay in five games on Tuesday after
losing to Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State over the
weekend.
MSU now stands at 2-2 in OVC con4petition.

Lady Racers give good showing
MSU Lady Rader tennis did well in a 13-team invitational
hosted by MTSU last weekend in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Freshman Brandee Krug advanced to the finals of her flight in
going 4-1. DeAnna Carroll made it to the semi-finals of the same
flight and compiled a 5-1 singles mark for the weekend.

Five to be added to Hall of Fame
The Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet will be held Thursday in
the Curris Center ballroom at 6 p.m. For more information call
762-6184. Five people will be inducted this year.

Cross country at Vanderbilt

J<

Plllll ., JUD COOK

The Murray State women 's cross country team finished third
out of eleven teams at the Vanderbilt Invitational in Nashville.
Rebecca Burnett led the Racers once again finishing seventh
overall in a time of 19:25. Other Racer finishers included:
Melody Helgerson (20th), Phyllis J ackson (25th), LaSenna
Powell (26th), Charmaine Thomas (34th), Laura French (36th),
and Kim Saveley (50th).
On the men's side, MSU finished eighth in a 10-team field.
Stevon Roberta was the top Racer finisher, coming in 34th with a
time of30:20.

GETTING THEIR KICKS
Junior Rob Harris from Owensboro and freshman Raysha
Rashid ian from Henderson battle for possession.

Week Four OVC Results
Eastern Kentucky 48, Austin Peay 7
Middle Tennessee St. 45, Murray State 3

Hit the links on Homecoming

Tennessee Tech 21, Morehead State 3

On Friday, Oct. 8, at 8 a.m. to sunset, the Homecoming Golf
Tournament will be held at Miller Golf Course. Tee-off times are
from 8 to 9:30a.m. and 12:30 to 2p.m. For reservations and
information call 762-2238.

Tennis is served at Homecoming
The Homecoming Tennis Tournament will be held on Friday,
Oct. 8, at 9 a.m. at the University Tennis Courts. A minimum
contribution of $20 supports the Murray State tennis team.
Categories include men's class A singles and doubles, class B
singles and doubles, and age 50 and over singles. For more
information call Bennie Purcell at 762-6124.

Tennessee-Martin 17, Southeast Missouri 14

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Rushing- Murray, Cox 10-34, Moaby 8-16, McCann 4-16,
McGowan 8-11, Turner 2-3, Rodney 2-1, Scarborough 1-0.
Middle, Bayless 13-145, Shelton 10-106, Lyons 15-64, Mimms
1-11.
Passing- Murray, Rodney 9-18-1 84, Mosby 7-19-2 73.
Middle, Holcomb 8-14-1 134, Davis 0-1-0 0.
Receiving- Murray, Minnich 3-38, Mason 1-38, Hall2-22,
Bland 1-16, McGowan 3-14, Shepard 1-11, McCann 1-6,
Smith 1-6, Cox 1-4, Mims 1-4, Turri.er 1-(-2). Middle,
Mimms4-75, Simpson 2-42, Weems 1-9, Mostiller 1-8.
Time of Possession
MSU-31:24
MTSU-28;36

This Week's OVC Games
Tennessee Tech at Aust in P eay

MSU's Leadine- Tackle r s

Morehead St. at Sou theast Missouri

Dunn-11, Ga.nn-10, Stratton-5, Kendall-5, Hutch-4, Henry-3,
Scott-3, Brown-S, Diebl-2,Ramos-2, Hampton-2, Hornak-2,
Lepsis-2, Christmas-2, Duncan-2, Edwards-2, six others tied
with one.

Murray State at Tennessee-Martin
Youngstown St. at Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee St. vs. Tennessee St.

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Sigma softball team -you're
awesome·keep up the great
work ' Love your sisters in !IJ:.

Alpha Gam Bust coaches: YOU
ARE AWESOME! We love you
Goose. Kelly. Birdie, Matt,
Doug, Goo, Jodi and Chad' Do
Ron and Costello have insurance? Thanks guys•

Congratulations Kerri Bates!
You kicked an awesome field
goal' Love. your sisters in Ar 0. .

GREEKS & CLUBS! RAISE
UP TO $1 .000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK! For your fratern•ty,
soronty & club. Plus $1 ,000 for
yourself! And a FREE T·SHIRT
just for calling. 1-800-932·
0528. ext. 75.

Car stereo installer wanted.
Experience required. Listexpe
rience and/or resume. Send 10
P.O. Box 48. Murray, KY 42071

T ll'sbeenagreatyearandl'm
sure there will be many more to
come. Happy Anniversary! I
love You, Marie G.
Hey nKAI Alpha Gams are
ready to Pig0ut1 We can't wait
to show off our sh•QY new
pledges'

!<l>l- Aan had a great time at
our mixer Thanks for a fun
n1ght' You guys are great'
Thanks for a great chill out
Jennifer! You did a great job.
Andwewouldalsoliketothank
all the other s1sters who helped.
Love, the SISters of 8Xa.
Sigmas·Let's get fired up for
nK.A P•g Out' Come on and
shake your booty!
Melody. here is the romantic
classified I promised you• Oh
my Darling (BLAHBLAHBLAH
BLAH BLAH) I Loveyou,Sean.

Arst Place aga1n! Way to go
Alpha Sig softball team ! Love,
your sisters.
HeyHaf.your show is doing
great• Don't stress &thanks for
this summer' Rush buddies,
KD.
Bobby-any replies from your
"feed me & I'll leave ad?" Ev·
eryone knew the •no fornlca ·
bon· was a llet KD
AMl would hke to thank our
AXA coaches! Watermelon
Bust was a blast, and we can't
wait to do it again next year!
Thanks to sister Pam Loven tor
supplying her house for the
coaches party! We appreciate
your hospitahtyl Love. your
sistera in !t!

TheMurray

State

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.

Brothers of nKA. Ihe sisters of

exa are looking forward and
can hardly watt for Pig Out!
Many thanks to Debra Draper.
Pam Lovell, Gena Steely,
Marci Lech. and Angie Arries
for their hard work and time!
Your dedication isapprec18ted!
Love, your ststers •n t...n:

HELP WANTED
Eam$500·$1 OOOweekly stuff·
ing envelopes. For details
RUSH $1 .00 w1th SASE to :
GROUP FIVE 5 7 Greentree
Dnve. SUite 307 Dover, DE
19901 .
Earn $2.500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell only 8 T nps &
You GO FREE! Best Tnps &
Prices! Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica. Panama C1tyl Great
Resume Experience! !·800·
678.0386!

CLUBS!
STUDENT
GROUPS! Ralse up to $500·
$1600 In less than a week.
Plus win a trip to MTVSPRING
BREAK'94andgeta FREET·
SHIRT JU SI lor calling. 1-800·
950· 1039. ext. 65.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate" sub ·
scription cards at this campus,
Good income. For Information
and apphcahon wnte to: COL·
LEGI ATE
MARKETING
SERVICES , Box
1436
Mooresville. NC 28115.
• EXTRA INCOME '93' Eam
$200 ·$500 weekly mailing
1993 Travel brochures. For
more. information !lend a self
addressed stamped envelope
to: Travel Inc. P.O . Box 2370,
Hialeah, FL33017-2370.

FREE TRIPS AND MONEYII
Individuals and Student Organi
zalions wanted to promote the
Hottest Spring Break Oestina
lions, call the nation·s leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800·
327.0013.

FOR SALE
Used student desk $30. cash
and carry. Twin Lakes Off1ce
Products. 753·0123.
For Sale carseat, stroller, mini·
playpen all in excellent condi·
lion for$125 .00! Caii Addyafter
4p.m. at 354-6269 (Benton).
Radio Shack Color Computers
$10 each, electric and manual
typewriters. record players.'
chair, Typing Tutor for the
Macintosh. Webster's New
World Spell Checker for the PC.
Call759· 1000.

RATES
N e W Sw ,lhMSUID 1scperword
WtthoutMSU ID . 20eperword
Over Twenty Words
Wtth MSU 10 10c per word
WJihout MSU 10 15c por word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE
Ads may be matled along w1tt- payment to:

Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m .,
Friday 8 :30· 10;15 a m .•Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p .m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News. 2609 Universtty Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

NOTICE
Fraternities and Sororllles:
Call about our special prices
on composites. dances and
other events. Allison Photog·
raphy. ask lor Lance at 753·
8809.
The MSU Lesbian and Gay
Student Organization· a group
for gays.lesblans and their
friends. Weekly meetings and
other events. For m()(e infor·
mallon call 762-4723 or wnte
campus box 2454 University
Station, Murray.

We'll go
off the
Deep End

Student Alumni Association
meeting Tuesday, October 5
at Sp.m in the Mississippi
room. Everyone inv1ted·come
JOin the fun!

tobringyou
the NEWS!!/

No maner what your maJor;
advertising, art. business,
marketing,english,PR.journal ·
ism. The Ads club wants you I
Next meeting Is Tuesday, Oct.
5at4p.m. Wilson Hallrm. 213.
Be there I

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMMMES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
i'iELP WA,.. TEO
lOST a FOUND
RIDES
MISC .

NOTICE

Temptations, Inc.
Restaurant & Catering

PIKE PIG OUT.
'\\~
~L~

Love the sisters of
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA

Dixieland Center
753-6745

753 - 8 1 16
10 2 S. 6th St.
\
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COMMISSION

' numemphasis on quality, not
Continued from Page 1
bers," he said. "We have to do a
infusion of new funds into uni- better job with what we have.•
versities and we will have to
Murray State President
take the money already there Ronald J . Kurth said the funda nd reallocate funds to ing curve for higher education
strengthen internally," Booth is flat and something needs to
said.
be done. He said the commisJames Butts, chairman of sion is "working to create fiscal
the Board of Regents, said the equilibriu m, and to do that
governor gave them an agenda they want change."
and expected the commission
Kurth said the state is conto take action.
cerned with the quality of stuHe said the first thing the dents
universities
are
commission has to do is re- enrolling.
deflne the purpose of the eight
"Universities have tried to
state universities. He said they solve their flscal problems by
need to look at curriculum, dis- rushing pell-mell after stuciplines and cost reducing dents without observing quality," he said. "Universities are
areas.
"The re needs to be an measured in terms of outcome."

SENATOR
Continued from Page 1
board, said since no precedent
exists for dealing with such a
matte r , t h e boa rd discussed
ot h er punishments, such as
not refunding Earwood's personal contributions to his campaign.
"But this was t he only fair
way to really do it, because he
only won by a margin of seven
vot es, s o it was the board's

decision that the sign could
have made the difference
be~ween seven votes," said
Mcintyre, junior environmental engineering technology
major from Bardwell.
Earwood said he misread the
election rules and did not realize he was placing the sandwich board in a restricted area.
However, he said he does not
believe the sign clinched the
election for him.

October 1, 1993

HIGHWAY

FAIN INSURANCE

Continued from page 1

AHernate Routes

Gary Childress, a Mayfield
resident, s aid he supported
alternate three because of the
benefit, it would bring to the
University.
Ma ny of t h e peopl e who
attended the m eeting were
concerned about the possibility
ofloeing their homes and farmland to the project.
P hil Bryan, dean of admissions, said he hopes alternate
three is chosen becau se a fourlane highway is something he
has wanted for M urray for
years.
"It would be a God-send," he
said. "Murray is not the kind of
town you j u st pass through.
You're either coming from
Murray or going to Murray."
Bryan said the highway
would be safer for stu dents
who travel on and it could
increase enrollment at the
University.
The Office of the President,
at the requ est of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, wrote
a letter to the Secretary of
Transportation
strongly
endorsing alternate three.
Several of the reasons
include:
• Easier, safer and faster

Proposed routes for tha
extension of KY 80 corridor
from Bowling Green to Cadiz
and Cadiz to Mayfield.
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Alternate 1- would follow
· closely the present J<Y SOt
. which runs lhr~ugh Hardin . . '•·

614 S. 4th St.

•.
· 1 '· '
;:: Alternate C
2· WIou d.r!;" :>•.

:?<>~ t<> ~he. a lo~a~-vra~~
P~~Jn1y h~e, croSS1t19 U.S. ·: ·:.
· l>41 N., ~out~ of Hardin.·. '·· a.·•·
·

·

.•
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. Alternate 3· would run com- , ·
pletely through CalloWay
County, parallel to KY 94;
crossing U.S. 641 N., near
Vanderbilt Chemical

Company.
transportation to Murray for
faculty, staff and students who
may live outside of Calloway
County.
• Opens up the University to
higher enrollment because it
will be more accessible.
• construction of the Regional
Special Events Center will
increase economic development
and a four-lane road would
increase its success.
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The Sisters of

5Ilplia 'lJe{ta Pi
would like to say "good luck"
to everyone
·participating in rush I
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the
Personal Attack Alarm
that
103dB (min.) when you
simplypull the pin. Choose either the
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would like to thank all .the
sororities who participated in
21st Annual Watermelon Bust
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